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ABSTRACT

The in vivo I4N nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of s.c. implanted

murine radiation induced fibrosarcomas (RIF-1) display narrow reso
nances assignable to betaine and other trimethylamines and broad reso
nances due to amino acids and peptides. In 19 of the 41 tumors studied
a distinct resonance from the ammonium ion is detectable. The accumu
lation of ammonium in the tumor to nuclear magnetic resonance detect
able levels may result from glutaminolysis (a possible pathway for energy
production in the tumor), from the degradation of peptides and proteins,
or from the deamination of adenine nucleotides. Estimates of the tissue
ammonium concentration were obtained from the in vivo tumor spectrum
and the spectrum of the nonlabile trimethylamines in the perchloric acid
extract. In the extract, the "\ resonances of betaine, carnitine, choline,

phosphorylcholine, and glycerophosphorylcholine Â»ereresolved, and a
relatively high level of tissue urea was observed. Spin-lattice relaxation
times were obtained for the "N nucleus of each of these metabolites in

phosphate buffer.

INTRODUCTION

Metabolic studies of in vivo tumors and isolated tumor cells
and spheroids by NMR3 spectroscopy have been limited almost
exclusively to detection of "P, 'H, and "C (1-5). Extension of

these measurements to nitrogen isotopes would facilitate stud
ies of tumor nitrogen metabolism, which has not been studied
previously by NMR spectroscopy.

Two NMR detectable nitrogen nuclei are available. I5N is a

spin 1/2 nucleus which yields narrow resonances but, because
of its low natural abundance, usually requires isotopie enrich
ment. There have been few in vivo I5N NMR studies in mam

malian tissue (6) and none that we are aware of in neoplastic
tissues.

14N occurs at nearly 10090 natural abundance with nuclear

spin 1. It is moderately sensitive, but its quadrupole moment
generally results in substantial resonance broadening. However,
because the contribution of quadrupolar relaxation decreases
with decreasing rotational correlation time and with decreasing
asymmetrical electric field gradients, small symmetrical mole
cules are readily observed using 14N NMR spectroscopy. Pre
vious in vivo 14NNMR studies in animals have shown that even

in intact tissue the ammonium ion and trimethylamines such
as choline yield relatively narrow resonances (7, 8). These
studies were limited to nonmalignant tissue; nitrogen NMR
spectroscopy has not yet been applied to the study of neoplastic
tissue.
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In cancer cells, the metabolism of the trimethylamines and
production of ammonium ion may be different from that in
normal tissue. For example, choline, PC, GPC, and betaine are
involved in phospholipid synthesis and degradation, two proc
esses which appear to be more active in malignant cells com
pared to normal, nonproliferating tissue (9). Likewise, ammo
nium metabolism in tumor tissue may be altered. Ammonium
production in sectioned tumors was measured by Warburg (10)
and attributed to protein degradation, a process which may be
enhanced in necrotic regions of large tumors. In addition,
ammonium is produced through the hydrolysis of glutamine to
glutamate, the first step in glutaminolysis, a metabolic pathway
which may play a unique role in tumor energy production and
as an important source of biosynthetic precursors (11).

This communication reports the first I4N NMR study of in

vivo tumors and tumor extracts. Ammonium, betaine, and other
trimethylamine have been identified in s.c. implanted radiation-
induced fibrosarcomas (RIF-1) in mice. Carnitine, choline, PC,
GPC, and urea were observed in the I4N spectrum of the

perchloric acid extracts of these tumors. From these data, the
ammonium present in the tissue can be quantitated. The in vivo
assay of ammonium ion concentration is difficult to achieve by
other more conventional biochemical methods.

14N NMR is, therefore, capable of monitoring processes

critical to the survival and demise of cancer cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. Choline chloride. PC, betaine hydrochloride, PhC, GPC,
and carnitine hydrochloride were obtained from Sigma Chemical Com
pany, St. Louis, MO.

Tumor Growth. Tumor cells (IO5 cells in 20 ^1 of Hanks' balanced

salt solution) were inoculated s.d. on the right flank of C3H/HeN mice
(HarÃan.Frederick. MD). The tumor grows to approximately 0.8 cm'

by 12 days after implantation. Tumor volumes were calculated from
caliper measurements of the tumor axes (a, b, c) using the equation for
the volume of an ellipsoid:

Extract Preparation. Tumors, ranging in size from 0.4 to 2.1 ml,
were surgically removed from anesthetized mice and immediately
freeze-clamped and extracted with cold 0.5 M perchloric acid by a
modification of the method of Evanochko et al. (12). After extraction
with perchloric acid and centrifugation, the pellet was washed twice
with an equal volume of ethanol:water (1:5). The ethanol washes were
combined with the perchloric acid extract and neutralized with KOH.
The neutralized extracts were treated with chelating resin (Sigma),
lyophilized, dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), and passed
through a 0.2-^m filter before NMR spectroscopy.

Liposome Preparation. Liposomes were prepared by the bath soni-
cation method of Verkman el al. (13).

Choline and Betaine Assay. The concentration of choline in the tumor
extracts was determined using the spectrophotometric assay of Apple-
ton et al. (14). Choline periodide was prepared at neutral pH in order
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4N NMR SPECTROSCOPY OF TUMORS

Cho. nium, carnitine, choline, betaine. GPC, PC, and urea were measured
by the inversion-recovery method on solutions of commercial samples
dissolved in 0. l Mphosphate. pH 7.4, at 36.13 MHz. Proton decoupling
usually was applied during the acquisition time; however, acquisition
without decoupling did not measurably affect the 7"]S.

Resonance Identification. Resonances in the in vitro spectrum were
identified by the similarity of the chemical shift and pH titration
behavior to commercial standard samples. Extract samples were
"spiked" with the standard samples to confirm assignments.

Errors Analysis. The determination of the concentration of metabo
lites was based upon fitting of Lorentzian curves to the experimental
data (Fig. 1). Resonances with low signal:noise ratios will have a larger
error associated with this process. This is true for the in vivoammonium
resonance, which is of low intensity in the I4N NMR spectrum.

Extract and in vivo spectra were fitted in the same way using the
GLINFIT (Bruker Instruments. Billerica. MA) program to generate
Lorentzian curves. In both extract and in vivo spectra, the error in this
fitting procedure was estimated by processing and fitting each spectrum
at least seven times. The average values were used to calculate the
metabolite concentrations in the extract. The values given are Â±1SD
of the mean of these determinations.

The determination of choline and betaine by UV-visible spectropho-
tometry is given as the mean Â±SD of five determinations.

v ~?j v-i v> 20 10 0 -10 -ZO -30

Fig. 1. a. 36.13-MHz MN NMR spectrum of a 1.7-ml RIF-1 tumor implanted
s.c. into the flank of a mouse (Table 2. Tumor 3). A 5-Hz exponential line-
broadening factor was introduced prior to Fourier transformation. The resonances
of the overlapping choline and choline containing metabolites PC and GPC are
labeled as Cho. Broad resonances centered at 9 and 21 ppm arise from pcptide
and amino acid amine groups and are labeled â€”AT/.,,b, computed spectrum fitted
to the data in a which is the result of summing six Lorentzian curves.

to avoid formation of betaine periodide under acidic conditions (14,
15). Choline periodide was isolated from the extract after 12 h at 4Â°C.

Betaine was assayed after formation of the periodide using a similar
method (16).

NMR Spectroscopy. 14NNMR spectroscopy was performed at 26.03

MHz on a Bruker AM360 WB NMR spectrometer and at 36.13 MHz
on a Bruker MSL500 NMR spectrometer.

In Vivo NMR Spectroscopy. Early studies were performed at 26.03
MHz: later studies were performed at 36.13 MHz. The mouse was
anesthetized [40 Â¿ilof ketamine:acepromazine:saline, 1:1:2 (v/v/v)] and
inserted in the NMR probe with an eight-turn solenoidal coil [1.5 or
1.8 cm diameter] placed around the tumor. Shimming of the magnetic
field resulted in a tumor water resonance line width of less than 100
Hz. Typically, spectra were acquired with a 4000-Hz sweep width, 4K
data points, a 90-degree flip angle, an acquistion time of 0.512 s, a 0.5-
s relaxation delay and 4000 scans. In vivo spectra were zero-filled to
16K data points and processed using a 5-Hz line broadening. All in
vivo spectra were acquired without proton decoupling.

In Vitro NMR Spectroscopy. The I4N NMR spectra at 36.13 MHz
of the neutralized perchloric acid extracts were obtained at 37Â°Cwith

a I0-mm broad band probe using the same acquisition parameters as
used for the in viro spectrum or with an interpulse delay of 16 s and
broad band proton decoupling applied only during the acquisition to
avoid nuclear Overhauser effects. Using an interpulse delay of 16
seconds (i.e., a fully relaxed spectrum), the saturation factor used to
quantitate metabolites at more rapid pulsing rates was calculated from
the combined integrated intensities of the trimethylamine metabolites.
Sodium nitrate was added to the extract to a final concentration of 1.0
mM and was used as a concentration standard. A sweep width of 15,000
Hz was used to cover the chemical shift range from ammonium (0 ppm)
to nitrate (355.5 ppm).

Using an internal concentration standard of 1.0 mM NaNOj, in a
2.7-ml volume of extract, the metabolites were quantitated in vitro. The
in vivo concentrations were determined from the in vitro concentration
times 2.7 ml divided by the tumor volume.

The spin-lattice relaxation times (TÂ¡s)of the 14N nuclei of ammo-

RESULTS

The chemical shifts of the I4N resonances and the longitudi
nal relaxation times of the I4N nuclei of some nitrogen metab

olites in 0.1 M phosphate solution are given in Table 1.
In Vivo Spectroscopy. Fig. la shows the in vivo I4N NMR

spectrum of a 1.7-ml s.c.-implanted RIF-1 tumor ( Table 2,
Tumor 3). The spectrum was acquired in 67 min. The 14NNMR

spectrum of the tumor is characterized by the presence of a
relatively sharp resonance at 27.4 ppm originating from choline
and choline-containing metabolites (Fig. 1, Cho) and a region
of broad, unresolved resonances of amino acid and peptide
amine groups centered near 9 and 21 ppm. In addition to
choline, some of the trimethylamine metabolites which may be
present include PC, GPC, carnitine, and PhC; however, the UN

resonances of these metabolites are not resolvable in the in vivo
spectrum. Just upfield of the choline resonance at 27.4 ppm,
the resonance of betaine is observed at 26.3 ppm as a distinct
shoulder on the larger choline peak. The resonance which
occurs furthest upfield in the I4N NMR spectrum (at 0 ppm)

originates from the ammonium ion. This metabolite was de
tected in 19 of 41 of the tumors studied. When grouped by size,
ammonium was detected in 3 of 18 small tumors (0.4-0.8 ml),
8 of 12 medium tumors (0.9-1.4 ml), and 8 of 11 large tumors
(1.5-2.1 ml).

Tumor Extracts. The I4N NMR spectrum of perchloric acid
extracts of RIF-1 tumors exhibit substantially better resolved
resonances of the nitrogen metabolites. For example, the in

Table Chemical shifts and spin-lattice relaxation times of nitrogen metabolites
at 36.13 MH: in 0.1 M phosphate (pH 7.4)

CompoundAmmoniumBetaineCarnitineCholineGPCNO',PCUreaChemical
shift

(ppm)"026.3327.5027.2127.35355.5327.4455.930.140.470.383.880.490.121.140.0016T,(s)'Â±

0.03(5)Â±
0.02(7)Â±
0.04(3)Â±
0.24(3)Â±
0.04(3)Â±
0.01(3)Â±0.11

(3)'Â±

0.0001 (3)
Â°Relative to external NH4CI at pH 7.4.
' Mean Â±SD for n determinations (numbers in parentheses).
'In 0.1 \i NaCl. pH 7.4.
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'"N NMR SPECTROSCOPV OF Tl'MORS

Table 2 Nitrogen metabolite concentrations in RIh'-1 tumors

Concentration(niM)Size

(ml)Tumor

11.8NMR-uvTumor

21.6NMRUVTumor

31.7NMRUVIunior

41.6NMRUVTumor

51.5NMRUVBetaine0.26

Â±0.040.27
Â±0.080.37

Â±0.030.36
Â±0.030.33

Â±0.020.20
Â±0.020.21

Â±0.030.32
Â±0.070.22

Â±0.020.21
Â±0.02Carpitine

Choline0.16

Â±0.04 0.40Â±0.060.35
Â±0.060.25

Â±0.06 0.60 Â±0.090.47
Â±0.050.16

Â±0.04 0.33Â±0.030.33
Â±0.040.16

Â±0.01 0.26Â±0.030.20
Â±0.050.15

Â±0.02 0.39Â±0.030.40
Â±0.04GPC

PC UreaNH*40.48

Â±0.08 0.68 Â±0.09 5.7 Â±0.3 0.67 Â±0. 150.74

Â±0.08 0.89 Â±0.09 5.9 Â±0.4 0.60 Â±0. 120.40

Â±0.03 0.53 Â±0.02 4.8 + 0.5 0.77 Â±0.180.38

Â±0.03 0.37 Â±0.01 5.3 Â±0.3 0.29 Â±0.060.41

Â±0.03 0.51 Â±0.03 4.7 Â±0.3 0.27 Â±0.07

â€¢Metabolite concentrations were determined from the UN NMR spectrum of the extract and are given as tissue concentrations after correcting for the difference
in volume between the tumor and the extract. Ammonium was quantitatcd from the in vivo I4N NMR spectrum. The values given are the mean Â±SD obtained by the
procedures outlined in "Materials and Methods."

4 Spectrophotometric determination of betaine and choline are described in "Materials and Methods."

vivo I4N NMR spectrum of a 1.6-ml tumor (Table 2, Tumor 2)
is shown in Fig. 2a. The MN NMR spectrum of the perchloric

acid extract of this tumor obtained with the same acquisition
and processing parameters is shown in Fig. 2b. The extract
spectrum exhibits well resolved resonances for the choline
metabolites, betaine and ammonium. In addition to the reso
nances which can be observed in the in vivo spectrum, the
extract spectrum displays a broad resonance at 55.9 ppm which
can be assigned to urea. The nitrate standard I4N resonance is

355.5 ppm downfield from the ammonium resonance and is
not shown in Fig. 2b.

When the extract spectrum was obtained with proton decou
pling, the choline metabolite resonances located at 27.4 ppm
in the in vivo spectrum are resolved into at least four different
components with line widths between 1.5 and 2.0 Hz (Fig. 3).
By comparison with standard solutions, the resonances were

Fig. 2. a, 36.13-MHz in vivo UN NMR spectrum of a 1.6-ml RIK-1
tumor (Table 2, Tumor 2). The spectrum is the sum of 4000 scans, b, 14N

NMR spectrum of the perchloric acid extract of the same tumor. The
spectrum is the sum of 10,000 scans: all other acquisition parameters are
the same as in a. A 5-Hz line-broadening factor was used to obtain both
spectra.

assigned to carnitine, choline, PC, and GPC. Betaine, which is
visible in the in vivo spectrum, is clearly resolved in the extracts
at 26.3 ppm.

Quantitation of Trimethylamines. Using the fully relaxed spec
trum of the perchloric acid extract (e.g.. Fig. 3) and an internal
nitrate concentration reference, the trimethylamine metabolites
were quantitatcd (Table 2). As an independent confirmation of
the NMR results, the choline and betaine concentrations in
these extracts was determined using the Spectrophotometric
assay of Appleton et al. ( 14) and Barak and Turna ( 16), respec
tively. Quantitation of extracts using both NMR and biochem
ical assay was performed on five extracts from the large tumor
group (>1.5 ml) which exhibited detectable levels of ammonium
in the in vivo spectrum (Table 2).

The urea concentration in a pooled plasma sample from three

H 2S 20M IB 10 B 0-6 -10
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"N NMR SPECTROSCOPE OF TUMORS

Fig. 3. Expansion of the 36.13-MHz 14NNMR Spectrum of a tumor extract.

Broad band proton decoupling was applied during the acquisition and a relaxation
delay of 16 s was used between scans. The number of scans is 5000 and 0.2-Hz
line broadening was used in processing.

tumor-bearing C3H/HeN mice was determined by 14N NMR

spectroscopy to be 5.5 HIM.
A comparison of the integrated intensities of the trimethy-

lam iIK-resonances obtained with a 1-s repetition time and a 16-

s repetition time allowed us to calculate a saturation factor of
0.19, 0.18, 0.16, 0.19, 0.13 for Tumors 1-5, respectively, of

Table 2.
Ammonium Concentration. Overlapping resonances in the in

vivo spectra of these tumors were deconvolved using the curve-
fitting software to generate the fitted spectrum in Fig. \b. This
spectrum is composed of six Lorentzian curves. The number
and chemical shifts of the Lorentzian curves were chosen after
examination of the extract spectrum (e.g.. Fig. 2b). The ratio
of the area beneath the total choline metabolite resonance (Fig.
la, Cho) and the ammonium resonance (Cho:NHi) is 1:0.44
(Fig. \b). Extract data indicate that the metabolites which make
up the choline metabolite resonance have a combined in vivo
concentration of 1.76 niM. Therefore, the ammonium concen
tration found in vivo is 0.77 mM (Table 2, Tumor 3). Similarly,
concentrations of various metabolites including ammonium
were determined for four other tumors ranging in size from 1.5
to 1.8 ml (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

This work and the previous work from other laboratories (7,
8, 17) demonstrate the unique information potentially available
from in vivo I4N NMR spectroscopy. The metabolites of small,

symmetrical, or nearly symmetrical molecules yield relatively
narrow resonances. These metabolites can be easily quantitated
in the spectrum of the extracts using either 14NNMR spectros

copy or biochemical assay. The level of ammonium found in
vivo is more difficult to quantitate, and this is where I4N NMR

spectroscopy may be particularly useful.
Ammonium Detection. Ammonium was detected in 19 of 41

tumors studied by in vivo I4N NMR spectroscopy. The levels of

ammonium were quantitated in 8 of these tumors. Whether the
ammonium detected by I4N NMR is extra- or intracellular is

not known. The spectrum shown in Fig. la illustrates that
ammonium accumulates to levels detectable by I4N NMR spec

troscopy. The variation in the detectability of ammonium in
the tumors may be due to differences in vascularization of these

tumors and to the relative proportions of healthy, hypoxic, or
necrotic cells. The fact that many of the smaller tumors (<0.9
ml) did not contain observable levels of ammonium demon
strates that this ion does not accumulate in all tumor tissue to
detectable levels. Ammonium was detected in most of the larger
tumors (>0.9 ml). Since Braunschweiger (18) found a negative
correlation between tumor mass and blood flow in the RIF-1
tumor, a decrease in the rate of ammonium ion removal in the
tumor may be responsible for the accumulation of this ion in
the larger RIF-1 tumors. The detectability of ammonium in the
larger tumors may explain why Vaupel et al. (19) observed
regions of elevated pH within areas of tumor necrosis. This is
in contrast to the observed tissue acidosis in the rest of the
tumor (19). The presence of ammonium in 73% of the larger
tumors (>0.9 ml) studied, may have profound effects on the
biochemical processes in the tumor cell. By decreasing the
concentration of Â«-ketoglutarate, high concentrations of am
monium decrease glucose metabolism via the tricarboxylic acid
cycle (20). This process is thought to be responsible for the
cellular toxicity of ammonium. Therefore, ammonium usually
is rapidly removed before toxic levels can accumulate. Efficient
removal of this ion may not occur in poorly vascularized regions
of tumors, resulting in diminished cellular energy production.
Poor vascularization by itself may be responsible for the high
levels of ammonium found in tumor tissue but this may also be
accompanied by increased ammonium production through
pathways which may be unique to tumor cells.

Ammonium in neoplastic tissue may be generated by several
pathways. Ammonium and glutamate are produced in the first
step of glutaminolysis, a pathway which may provide energy to
cancer cells (11, 21). Although increased levels of glutamate
have been observed in rapidly proliferating tissue (22) and
tumors (23), to our knowledge, the levels of ammonium in
intact tumor tissue have not been quantitated. Although this
pathway has been demonstrated to occur in cultured tumor
cells, the contribution of glutaminolysis to in vivo tumor ener
getics has been questioned (22, 24).

Ammonium may be generated through the catabolism of
peptides and proteins (25, 26). Peptide and protein degradation
may be enhanced in tumors which possess a large hypoxic or
necrotic region. Ammonium may also originate from the con
version of adenosine to inosine, a process which is important
to energy production in skeletal muscle and other tissues (27)
and may also play a role in tumor energetics (28).

Quantitation of in vivo concentrations of ammonium in tu
mors or other tissues is difficult. Balaban and Knepper (7)
reported I4N NMR-detectable levels of ammonium in the kid

ney and liver. High concentrations of this ion are expected in
these organs but not in tumor tissue. Using 14N NMR spec

troscopy, quantitation of ammonium in tumors (Table 2) and
other tissue is possible. Most other methods used to determine
ammonium concentration rely upon rapid extraction and iso
lation of the ammonium from the tissue before quantitation.
During this process, additional ammonium may be produced.
This problem can be circumvented by using more stable com
ponents of the tissue extracts as standards and by directly
observing the ammonium in the tissue. The stable trimethylam-
ine metabolites are extracted and can be quantitated by NMR
or biochemical methods. From the in vivo 14NNMR spectrum,

the relative concentrations of ammonium and trimethylamine
metabolites can be directly observed.

The levels of ammonium estimated to be present in tumors
(Table 2) are higher than levels normally found in human
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plasma but arc in the range found in the plasma of patients
with cirrhosis (29). Higher plasma levels of ammonium are
observed during exercise (30. 31) as a consequence of secretion
of ammonium by muscles (31). The possibility that the ammo
nium observed is not produced in the tumor but is present in
the underlying muscle is unlikely. Field plots of the solenoidal
radiofrequency coil used in these studies (determined with
phantoms containing ammonium chloride solutions) show neg
ligible spectral contribution from regions outside of the coil. In
addition, ammonium was not observed in most of the smaller
tumors (< 0.9 ml), for which the NMR coil is physically closer
to the underlying muscle layer and the possibility of the detec
tion of muscle ammonium is greater.

Nitrogen Metabolites in the Extracts. Fig. 2 shows the I4N
NMR spectrum of an intact 1.6-ml tumor (Fig. 2a) and the
spectrum of the perchloric acid extract of the same tumor. The
line widths of the trimethylamine metabolites and the ammo
nium resonances are broader in the /// vivo spectrum. This is
probably due to two effects. In the tissue, magnetic susceptibility
variations will broaden all of the resonances. In addition, com-
partmentalization of the metabolites in the tumor results in
slight differences in the chemical shift and line width of the
resonances due to variations in local environment. Changes in
pH will particularly affect the chemical shift and line width of
the ammonium resonance.

The spectrum in Fig. 3 demonstrates that many of the me
tabolites involved in the synthesis and degradation of cell mem
branes (i.e., choline, GPC, PC) can easily be resolved and
quantitatcd. Phosphorous NMR can detect only the GPC and
PC, and 'H NMR suffers from severe overlap of resonances

making identification and quantitation difficult. The presence
and relative concentrations of various trimethylamine metabo
lites may reflect the relative rates of phospholipid synthesis and
degradation in each tumor class (9).

Phosphorylcholine was highest in concentration of all of the
trimethylamine metabolites. The ratio of the other trimethy
lamine metabolites to PC is similar in each tumor. Small
amounts of other trimethylamines may be present but are not
readily detected under these experimental conditions.

The concentrations of trimethylamine metabolites in these
tumors are similar to those obtained in previous NMR and high
performance liquid chromatography studies of RIF-1 extracts
(12) and also are similar to levels found in other tissues (32).

The source of urea present in the tumor is not known. It is
unlikely to arise from the blood plasma since the plasma occu
pies less than 5% of the total volume of a s.c.-implanted RIF-1

tumor (18, 33). The plasma concentrations of urea, therefore,
would have to be approximately 100 ITIMto account for the
urea observed in the acid extracts. Since the plasma urea
concentration in a pooled sample from three tumor-bearing

mice was 5.5 ITIM,urea found in the extracts is present in the
tumor tissue. Urea synthesis usually occurs in the liver but has
been observed in tumor cells grown in culture (34) and in vivo
(35). In the latter study, the origin of urea could not be deter
mined; however, several pathways were proposed to account
for this metabolite in two murine sarcomas (35). The presence
of high levels of both ammonium and urea in tumor tissue is
intriguing, and the source of these metabolites is currently under
investigation.

Betaine is produced by the catabolism of choline via choline
oxidase and may be solely a by-product of choline metabolism,
or it may play a role as a methylating agent (36).

Carnitine is produced from protein-derived lysine and may

accumulate in tumors as a result of protein degradation. Car
nitine plays a role in fatty acid oxidation and transport in
normal tissue (37) and has been reported to protect mice against
ammonia toxicity (38). This protective effect of carnitine has
been disputed (39); however, these authors found that carnitine
may reduce uptake of ammonia by tissue.

Although ammonium was detected in 19 tumors and quan-
titated in 8, a complete quantitation of nitrogen metabolites by
both NMR spectroscopy and biochemical assay was performed
on only 5 tumors (Table 2) of similar si/.e. These data show the
variation in the concentration of nitrogen metabolites in RIF-
1 tumors of this size. Future studies will determine variations
of nitrogen metabolites with tumor size.

Efficiency of the Extraction Procedure. Determination of the
in vivo tissue metabolite concentration from the metabolite
concentration in the perchloric acid extracts requires complete
extraction of the metabolites from the tissue. The NMR results
indicate that most, if not all, metabolites detectable in the in
vivo NMR spectrum are extracted by the perchloric acid method
outlined above. For example, the ratio of the MN resonances of
betaine to the choline-containing metabolites is the same in the
in vivo spectrum (Figs. \a and 2a) and in the extract spectrum
(Fig. 2b). Since betaine should be fully extractable with per
chloric acid and PhC should not be present in the acid extract,
PhC does not contribute significantly to the in vivo UN NMR

spectrum. The lack of contribution to the in vivo spectrum from
PhC is due to broadening of the I4N resonance caused by the

long effective rotational correlation time for a relatively large
molecule confined to a membrane. As a model for PhC in cell
membranes, liposomes of PhC were prepared (13). No PhC
resonances were detectable in the IJN spectrum of a liposome

suspension in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. By contrast, the line
width of the PhC" in chloroform solution is 8 Hz. The in vivo
14Nspectrum, therefore, primarily reflects the concentration of
the small, water-soluble metabolites that also should be present
in the perchloric acid extracts. These results also suggest that
breakdown of membranes during extraction is unlikely since
this would alter the betaine:choline metabolite ratio.

Although the resonance of ammonium is clearly visible in the
extract spectrum (Fig. 2/>), the extraction procedure may gen
erate ammonium additional to that present in vivo. Additional
ammonium is generated in the extract after five days at room
temperature. In contrast, the concentration of the trimethylam
ine metabolites (e.g., PC. GPC. choline) in the extracts does
not change over several days at room temperature.

Besides the errors originating from fitting of the spectrum
(Fig. \h; "Materials and Methods"), an additional source of

error in the determination of in vivo concentrations may result
from incomplete extraction of in vivo metabolites. Since, for a
given tumor, acquisition of the in vivo spectrum and perchloric
acid extract spectrum with similar signahnoise ratios requires
the same amount of time (with sample volumes adjusted to fill
the sensitive regions of the respective coils), the amount of the
metabolites observed in the in vitro and in vivo experiments
must be comparable. Incomplete extraction would lead to an
underestimate of the ammonium concentration.

Relaxation Times for Metabolites. The MN resonances in a

spectrum acquired with a repetition rate much less than 5 times
the longest T, (Table 1) of the nuclei present in the sample may
be partially saturated. The repetition time of l s used to obtain
the in vivo spectra (Figs, la and 2a) and the extract spectrum
(Fig. 2b) may significantly saturate the choline resonance (TÂ¡
= 3.88 s) and partially saturate the resonances of some of the
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other metabolites. By using a longer repetition time (e.g., by
using the parameters used to acquire the spectrum in Fig. 3), a
saturation factor was calculated and used in quantitating the in
vivo spectrum. The use of this saturation factor is based upon
the assumption that the 7~,sof the metabolites found in vitro

(Table 1) are unchanged in vivo. Due to limitations imposed by
anesthesia and the overlap of resonances, the 7",s of the I4N

nuclei could not be accurately determined in vivo. A previous
study determined that the 7", of the 14N nucleus of betaine

decreases by 29% in vivo relative to the value in a standard
solution (17). Other studies have found that the 7",s of metab

olites in vivo are shorter than those found in vitro (40). If the
in vivo T,s are significantly shorter than those values reported
in Table 2, the correction factor used to account for saturation
effects will result in an overestimate of in vivo ammonium
concentration. Since the saturation factor used in the calcula
tions of ammonium concentrations in Tumors 1-5 in Table 2
show corrections less than 20%, this is the maximum over
estimate of tumor ammonium concentration. This maximum
error assumes that the in vivo T, for all metabolites is much
less than 1 s.

The levels of ammonium and urea found in tumor tissue are
much higher than anticipated and may significantly influence
tumor metabolism. Ammonium may be a by-product of energy
production, adenosine deamination, or protein degradation in
the cancer cell. The trimethylamine metabolites detected by 14N

NMR spectroscopy are involved in lipid synthesis and degra
dation in these cells. Both of these processes are markedly
enhanced in proliferarne tissue. I4N NMR spectroscopy, there

fore, may prove to be a valuable tool for monitoring key
biochemical properties of tumors.
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